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Don’t Let Emotions Get in the Way of Your Financial
Decisions
How feelings could sway you, and how to avoid them from doing so

As human beings, we are naturally emotional creatures. It’s only natural that we have a habit of
carrying our emotions into various areas of our lives, finances included. However, money and
emotions don’t mix well.

“The most powerful tool we have
for minimizing our spending is to
remove emotion and raw impulse
from the equation,” says financial
blogger Trent Hamm in the
Christian Science Monitor.

The same is true for investing and
retirement planning.

“Investors — however smart,
seasoned or wealthy — are only
human. Faced with dramatic
market fluctuations … many
otherwise even-tempered investors
might be tempted to act rashly —
and irrationally,” notes Kenneth
Kiesnoski of CNBC.

Here are some examples:

Joy/greed - These feelings
often work together when a portfolio is performing well. Investors may be tempted to stay the
course rather than going with the trusted and proven principle of rebalancing.

Envy - Investing results can rarely be duplicated. Hearing about a strategy that was successful
for a co-worker, for example, may lead you to go that route yourself in the hope you will get the
same result. However, that person’s strategy may not fit with your own situation, risk tolerance
or timeline.

Pride - This emotion could cause you to hold on to a poor investment until you recover its
value.

“While I don’t advocate jumping ship the moment a fund or asset class hits rough water, I also
don’t advise going down with a sinking ship,” says Scott Holsopple of U.S. News & World
Report Money.

Fear/anger - These work in conjunction, creating a sort of fight-or-flight response and causing
you to make rash decisions out of instinct rather than rationale.

Love - Don’t let sentimentality keep you tied down. For example, if you feel allegiance to the
first stock you ever bought but it is tanking, cut your losses.

What to do

Instead of succumbing to emotions, stick to your own tried-and-true investment strategy. Take a step
back and re-evaluate the situation from the outside looking in.

“If you see your emotions flaring, focus exclusively on the task at hand. Don’t get distracted by those
emotional elements,” Hamm recommends.

Another option is to give yourself a spending cap. Allowing yourself only a certain amount to spend or
invest will often stop you from putting money into something foolishly.

Holsopple summarizes that giving yourself basic rules to follow in spending situations will help you







Holsopple summarizes that giving yourself basic rules to follow in spending situations will help you
drown out the noise, including that coming from inside your own head.

“The next time your fear, envy or pride gets the best of you, relax and remember that you’re in this for
the long haul and you’ve got the strategy in place to get you where you want to be,” he concludes.

When you invest, it’s always helpful to consult with professionals so emotion doesn’t play as much of a
role in your decisions. Stop by to speak with one today.
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Using Your HSA for Retirement
An alternate way to boost your retirement savings

Most financial products that are created as tools for retirement savings, like IRAs and 401(k)s, offer
some type of tax advantage that allows you to get the most bang for your buck. A Health Savings
Account (HSA) is a type of account that provides tax advantages to offset the cost of health care
expenses. So what does that have to do with retirement?

An increasing trend among smart savers is to use the benefits of HSAs to boost their retirement
savings. It is a method of saving that isn’t immediately obvious to most people, but it is something
everyone should be aware of.

Here is what you need to know:

HSAs were not developed for retirement savings. They are tax-exempt or custodial accounts available
in conjunction with high-deductible health plans in order to offset the cost of health-related expenses.
Deductibles and premiums go hand in hand when it comes to health plans. Plans with higher
deductibles typically have lower premiums, and vice versa.

People who do not foresee needing many medical and health-related services often choose plans with
high deductibles in order to save money overall on their monthly premiums. If they do suddenly have a
large expense, however, they may be faced with meeting the high deductible. Furthermore, if they
need to visit health professionals
on a regular basis, such as for sick
visits or lab testing, many services
may not be covered or may be only
partially covered.

HSAs were designed to be paired
with HDHPs to offset these
concerns. Even if no single big
medical expense arises and you
don’t suddenly need to begin
seeing the doctor on a frequent
basis, the little day-to-day and
month-to-month costs of caring for
you and your family’s health can
add up significantly over time.
Therefore, using money from an
HSA to cover qualifying health
expenses is always a great way to
boost your savings, making it a
smart choice for people looking to
stash away more in their retirement savings.

The tax-preferred status of an HSA provides benefits in three ways. First, the contributions are
tax-deductible or, instead of deducting the contributions, you can contribute pretax funds. Second, the
interest and earnings in these accounts grow tax-free. And last, when you use the money for
qualifying medical expenses, the distributions are tax-free.

If you do not have a lot of health expenses, you may not think this type of account is useful to you, but
the retirement benefits go much further than simply allowing you to save money as medical expenses
arise. An important aspect of HSAs is the fact that you don’t have to use the funds during the year you
put them into the account. Many people do not realize this because there have been similar accounts,
known as Flexible Spending Accounts (FSA), that did not allow funds to roll over.

“Participants can contribute to an HSA for decades and let their contributions build up over time,”
states Ryan Guina for U.S. News & World Report Money. “These funds can also be invested in
stocks, bonds and other instruments.”

HSAs are similar to IRAs and 401(k)s in many ways, which is why they have gained the attention of
savvy retirement savers of all ages. Just like with retirement accounts, a contribution limit is set for







each individual and family. There is also a provision in place for older individuals who need to catch up
on their savings, which allows them to contribute more after they reach a certain age.

If you are in a position to max out the contributions on your retirement accounts, then the real benefit
of the HSA comes into play. While it is true that you can withdraw the money from your HSA only for
approved health-related purposes without incurring a tax penalty, that rule goes away once you reach
retirement age.

“After age 65, you can withdraw money to pay for nonmedical expenses, but the funds will be taxed as
income (similar to an IRA),” states MP Dunleavey, former editor in chief of DailyWorth.com. “So if you
use your HSA funds only for qualified medical expenses you can net a triple tax break: You get the
pretax benefits of an IRA, the tax-free withdrawal benefits of a Roth and the tax-free growth benefits
of both. Otherwise, after age 65 you can spend the money on anything, but that money would be
taxed, similar to IRA withdrawals.”

This means that you don’t have to stop saving once you max out your IRA and 401(k). Triple tax
benefits plus the ability to stash away more money in savings mean that HSAs are a valuable tool for
your current budget and your future finances.
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Retirement Planning in Your 20s
Five best practices to jump-starting your savings

When you’re in your 20s, you are worried more about starting your career than you are about what
you’ll do when your career is over. Still, it’s important to put down some building blocks at this point to
lay a solid foundation for your financial future. Here are five tips to get the ball rolling:

Develop financial habits

You will want to become well-versed in the process of saving. Cash flow may be an issue in the
present, but your future self will thank you for not letting your expenses get in the way of your
retirement savings.

“These years of saving in your
early 20s are your prime years. If
you deny yourself the opportunity,
it will just set you back with
retirement planning in the long
run,” says Certified Financial
Planner Brian T. Jones on
Bankrate.com. “You’ve got to have
balance.”

To help, you’ll want to develop
another habit, one of overall
financial organization, recommends
Robert Berger of U.S. News &
World Report Money. Any simple
system for storing digital and hard
copies of records will end up
saving you a ton of time, hassle
and money in the future.

Stick to the basics 

When you first start learning about 401(k)s and hearing terms like “diversification,” it can make you
turn into a deer in headlights. Don’t let that talk deter you from starting your retirement investments. In
the beginning, the simpler the better. There are several options out there that automatically invest you
in a portfolio, including a broad range of stock and bond index funds.

Of course, investing won’t get you anywhere if you haven’t saved up anything to invest.

Boost savings as earnings increase

Ideally, this would be each year; regardless, you should boost your retirement savings as you continue
up the career ladder.

“Increasing your retirement contributions is easier than you might think,” Berger says. “For
tax-deferred accounts, keep in mind that each dollar of additional contribution will only cost you about
$0.70, depending on your tax bracket. And one easy approach is to use a portion of your pay raise or
bonus each year to boost your contributions.”

Once you max out your contributions to your 401(k), which hopefully your employer matches, you can
open a Roth IRA or other brokerage options, but you may need some additional assistance for that.

Choose your advisers carefully

When you get to the point where you want to take your retirement savings to the next level, there are
plenty of companies and individuals ready, willing and able to help. Therein lies the challenge for you
— sorting the proficient, trustworthy and affordable from the ones who are not so. Therefore, do your
research. Ask friends, peers and mentors for referrals, and check out reviews online.

Get your debt out of the way







It’s a lot easier to focus on saving when you have fewer bills to pay. Many bills, such as utilities,
cannot be avoided. However, high monthly payments to pay down your credit card debt can be one of
the biggest obstacles to retirement savings, no matter what your age. Make it your goal to consistently
knock out your debt through the years, maintaining a solid, smart payment strategy. Then, ensure that
you don’t add more to your debt.

By starting small and starting early, you will give yourself a huge advantage in the quest to achieve a
secure financial future.
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The Worst Passwords People Keep Using — and
How to Create Better Ones
Why secure passwords are the key to avoiding account hijackers

Passwords are some of those things that humans just don’t have time for. As a result, we tend to use
passwords that are easy to remember. But that means that anyone can remember them, which
increases your risk of being hacked.

However, creating a strong password decreases the chance that a hacker can easily figure it out and
log in to your account. There’s a reason most websites call for case-sensitive passwords or ones with
numbers and/or symbols. The problem is, most people are still using easy-to-guess passwords.

In an analysis done by SplashData, a security and applications service provider, the top 10 passwords
of 2015 were:

123456
password
12345678
qwerty
12345
123456789
football
1234
1234567
baseball

As you can see, these passwords
are extremely easy to guess, and
that makes it easy for hackers to
break in to your important
accounts.

Besides avoiding common
passwords, consider these tips to
create better, stronger passwords
to reduce your risk of being hacked:

Use special characters

In addition to changing up capital and lowercase letters in your password, experts recommend also
using numbers and special characters like exclamation points or question marks. In fact, online
security company Bit9 estimates that it takes a hacker only 3½ minutes to guess an eight-character,
lowercase password, which is what most people tend to use.

Don’t reuse the same password

Steer clear of making your password the same for numerous online accounts.

“Reusing a password is like reusing the same key for every lock and having that key be something
that you give out to everyone you meet,” Joe Siegrist, CEO of LastPass, says to Business Insider.
“And it can also be copied instantly and used remotely.”

Make them long

This may seem obvious, but the longer the password the better.

“Create a phrase like ‘I hope the Giants will win the World Series in 2016!’ Then, take the initials of
each word and all numbers and symbols to create your password,” Dennis O’Reilly said to CNET. “So,
that phrase would result in this: ‘IhtGwwtWSi2016!’”

Avoid using personal information

Because it can be easier to remember, people tend to create passwords using personal information







like their birthdays, anniversaries, relatives’ or kids’ names, favorite sports teams, cities of birth, dates
of graduation, etc. However, hackers can easily find this type of information, which is typically what
they will try first when attempting to breach accounts.

Don’t write them down
Since the likelihood of someone breaking into your home and finding your password notes isn’t likely,
this tip mostly applies to on-the-job passwords.

“[Writing down passwords is] really not a great idea, particularly at work,” says Boston-based digital
security expert Beth Jones. “Physical security is just as important as online security. Anyone walking
by could see the sticky note next to your machine and then break in to your accounts (especially if
you use the same password for everything),” she adds.

Avoid public computers

“Be careful when using a public kiosk computer like the ones at the airport. Never let browsers on
computers you don’t own store passwords,” says Chris Burchett, founder and chief technology officer
for Addison, Texas-based information security firm Credant. “In fact, it would be best not to log in to
any website requiring a password from a computer you don’t own.”

Change passwords often
It’s important to update passwords every few months, which will increase security. “Treat your
password like your toothbrush, according to U.S. Astronomer and Author Clifford Stoll. “Don’t let
anybody else use it, and get a new one every six months.” 

Since most people spend large amounts of time online, changing your password is becoming more
and more important. Developing a system that works for you can help, so get started today.
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Choosing the Best Disability Insurance
Have peace of mind knowing you’re covered in the event of
disability

Disability insurance, which is your very own safe haven that replaces a portion of your salary in the
event you become injured or disabled and are unable to work, is an important commodity to have.  

The last thing you want to do is find yourself in a sticky situation where you can’t work and are unable
to make enough money to live and support your family. That’s why it’s important to invest in disability
insurance and take time to choose which type of policy is best for you and your loved ones. 

There’s a lot of controversy
surrounding whether disability
insurance is even a necessity. As
added reassurance on why
disability is important, keep this
statistic in your back pocket: In
2011, a 20-something had a 30
percent chance of becoming
disabled — anything from a back
injury to being diagnosed with
heart disease — before retiring,
according to the Social Security
Administration. And while some
may argue that a construction
worker has more of a chance of
getting hurt on the job than, say, an
office worker, the second most
common cause for collecting
disability is cancer, which may not
have anything to do with your
occupation.  

Considering that information, ask yourself: Do I have enough money in savings to maintain my
lifestyle if I were to become injured and weren’t able to work? How much of a hardship would it be on
me and my loved ones if this misfortune were to occur? Would I have to cut back and compromise my
standard of living or, worse, forfeit my possessions, such as my car or even my house? Keep in mind
that the average long-term disability claim is 34.6 months. Would you be able to go that long (or even
longer) without the income you are used to? 

That said, choosing disability insurance can be difficult. First, it’s important to decide between the two
kinds of disability insurance offered: short-term, which kicks in on the eighth day of your disability and
lasts up to six months, and long-term, in which benefits begin after the first six months and typically
pay until you’re 65. You may have access to an employer plan (although most don’t provide
short-term insurance), or you may need to purchase private disability insurance. Policies can go up to
about 70 percent of your annual income, and sometimes may even be tax-free if you’re paying the
premium instead of your employer. 

When choosing disability insurance, determine the amount of coverage you’ll need. While it should be
enough to maintain your and your family’s current lifestyle, also keep in mind that if you were to
become disabled, there may be costs that will no longer apply to your situation. Make sure to factor
both of those notions into the equation when deciding on the coverage amount. 

Next, figure out how long your policy will pay a benefit. For example, the ideal policy would entail
benefits being paid until age 65, at which time retirement benefits should become accessible.  

Last, you’ll want to consider whether you’ll choose a policy that allows you to select “own occupation”
or “any occupation.” The first defines disabled as being unable to continue your job in your current
profession, and the latter means you’ll need to be unable to perform any type of work in order for the
policy to pay any benefits.  







In your journey to find the right disability insurance, use the policies as a guide against your
occupation, age and profile to get the offerings you need most.  

“The good thing is that there are a lot of disability insurance companies,” says Jennifer Fitzgerald,
co-founder of Policy Genius, a digital insurance broker offering several insurance products.
“Independent brokers can navigate across these options and match them to your profile.” 

We can help you fully consider your options and help you understand how they can impact your
financial future. Contact us today.
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Holiday Closings

We will be closed on the following days:

Good Friday

Friday, March 25th

Saturday, March 26th ( office on W. First Street will be closed) 
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Health Benefits of Chocolate
A piece of chocolate a day keeping the doctor away? It may not be
as absurd as it sounds

When one imagines the kind of indulgences that quickly derail diets, chocolate is certainly one of the
first things to come to mind. It may come as something of a surprise, however, to learn that there are
actually a number of health
benefits to eating chocolate.

Before you go grab a whole
handful of chocolate candies, it is
important to understand the
caveats. If you eat chocolate with
reckless abandon, you will gain
unwanted weight. Commercial
chocolate products are high in
added fat and refined sugar, which
adds up to unnecessary calories.
Eating chocolate to excess puts
you at risk not only for weight gain,
but also for high blood pressure,
heart disease and diabetes. As
such, you should always eat
chocolate in moderation; using a
calorie-counting app to monitor
your intake will help prevent adding
on extra pounds.

It is also important to note that not all chocolate is created equal. Of all varieties of chocolate, dark
chocolate, cacao and cocoa are considered by several experts to have the most beneficial qualities.
According to Scientific American, a 2012 review of 20 different studies found that daily, moderated
consumption of dark chocolate or cocoa resulted in an average drop of two to three points in blood
pressure readings over a period of time.

To be sure that you are getting the proper benefits, Mary Engler, Ph.D., a professor of physiological
nursing at the University of California at San Francisco, recommends to Women’s Health that, in a
day, you eat no more than seven ounces of chocolate that consists of no less than 70 percent cacao
or cocoa.

Just what are those benefits, though?

Antioxidants

According to WebMD, if a chocolate product contains a sizable amount of nonfat cocoa solids, then it
tends to have a high level of antioxidants. Dark chocolate in particular contains a great deal of
antioxidants, which help rid your body of cell-damaging free radicals. Steady consumption of
antioxidant-rich foods is associated with a lowered risk of cancer and a slowing of the aging process.

Reduced heart attack risk

The presence of flavanols in cocoa not only introduces antioxidants into the body, but the flavanols
are also the ingredient best associated with lowered blood pressure and a lower risk of cardiovascular
disease. According to Diane Becker, M.P.H., Sc.D., a researcher at the John Hopkins University
School of Medicine, daily consumption of flavanol-rich dark chocolate can reduce the risk of heart
attack by up to 50 percent due to its connection with slowing clotting in blood vessels.

Weight loss

Overconsuming chocolate will lead to gaining unnecessary weight, but according to the University of
Copenhagen, tempered chocolate intake can actually help you shed pounds. The research also
showed that eating a small amount of dark chocolate on a daily basis helps curb your appetite for
other sweets and fatty foods. By indulging your sweet tooth within reason, you will better overcome







the mental hurdle that comes with cutting junk foods out of your diet.

Rich in essential vitamins and minerals

Another added benefit of dark chocolate in particular is its high potassium, copper, magnesium and
iron content. These vitamins and minerals are key components to ensuring your health: copper and
potassium are useful in lowering your risk of stroke and heart disease; iron helps prevent anemia; and
magnesium fights high blood pressure and type 2 diabetes.

Again, it should be noted that chocolate will only prove beneficial for your health if you consume it in
an appropriate fashion. If you are able to regulate your intake and limit it only to the purest chocolates
possible, then you may find yourself benefitting in a number of surprising ways.
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Vehicle Details: What’s a Supercar?
The most elite vehicles on the road today are amazing

There’s no shortage of practical and economical vehicles on the road today, and many of them are
well-priced too. According to U.S. News & World Report in May 2015, the average transaction price
for a new vehicle was $33,560.

Many people consider a luxury car from Lexus or Mercedes-Benz the symbol of choice to show others
that you’ve made it. They offer luxurious interiors, lots of cutting-edge technology features and striking
designs. But when a $70,000 vehicle isn’t good enough, there are those supercars that most people
can only dream about, with features like seats stitched with gold thread, headlights with diamonds,
engines that crank out 1,000 horsepower and price tags that top $1 million. 

Bugatti Veyron

Since 2005, the Veyron has elevated the supercar game as few cars before it had. Sure, entries from
Lamborghini and Ferrari enabled buyers to achieve neck-snapping speeds in the lap of luxury, but the
Veyron brought the supercar to the current generation. With over 1,000 hp, zero-to-62 in 2.5 seconds
and a top speed of just shy of 250 mph, the Veyron did what many thought was impossible. The price
tag for such a car hovers around $1.7 million.

Koenigsegg Agera RS

When people think of Swedish
vehicles, Volvo is traditionally the
first thing to come to mind. But for
those lucky enough to be able to
attain a supercar in the first place,
the Koenigsegg brand has a real
treat. The Agera RS is as fast and
powerful as nearly any other
supercar on the market, and
allowed the brand to secure
deposits for all 25 units it put up for
sale. And with an asking price
somewhere around $2 million,
that’s no small feat. Koenigsegg
says the Agera RS can achieve
1,100 hp with 95 octane fuel, and
even more when you put in E85
through the twin-turbo 5.0-liter V8
engine.

W Motors Lykan Hypersport

With its love for the lavish, it was only a matter of time before Dubai got into the supercar arena. The
first creation of W Motors is the $3.4 million Lykan Hypersport, meant to invite Instagram posts all over
Dubai. And with so many insane spectacles all around the country, that’s saying something. The
Lykan Hypersport goes beyond raw power and adds features like gold stitching and diamond
headlights.

“Diamonds in the headlights are something we don’t need at all, actually. It was a true marketing
gimmick that we integrated. But people talk about it,” according to Ralph R. Debbas, the W
Motors’ CEO.

Sure, the majority of people will never be able to buy their own supercar, but as long as your vehicle
gets you where you need to go and you love it, there’s nothing wrong with dreaming. And when you
find your dream car, let us help you with the financing.
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Tempe, Arizona
Experience the beauty and majesty of one of Arizona’s southern
cities

One of the shining gems of the Phoenix metropolitan area, Tempe is an oasis in the desert of
Arizona. With family-friendly attractions, a rich culture and top-notch restaurants, any visitor is sure to
enjoy spending a little time in Tempe.

Where to stay

One of the top hotels in the area is
Tempe Mission Palms, which
combines an ideal downtown
location with a relaxing and
luxurious resort-like feel. In
addition to the beautiful grounds
and courtyard, the Mission Palms’
proximity to the airport and nearby
restaurants and shops makes it a
popular choice among travelers. To
find out more information or to
book a reservation, visit

http://www.missionpalms.com/phoenix-hotel-rooms.

Travelers looking for something a bit trendier might want to check out Graduate Tempe—an older
hotel that has been revitalized with a cool, modern look and feel. There are two restaurants attached
to the building: the South American-themed Tapacubo and the more traditional Normal Diner. The two
restaurants offer different but delectable fare. To reserve accommodations at this hip hotel, go to
http://graduatetempe.com/rooms/.

What to do

There are plenty of fun activities for families in Tempe, beginning with Tempe Town Lake—a reservoir
lake that provides fishing and boating opportunities in the middle of a desert. The Tempe Town Lake
is also host to the city’s biggest events, from the Summer Ends Music Festival to Oktoberfest. There
are even more fun water activities at Big Surf Waterpark, which bills itself as “America’s Original
Waterpark” and features the world’s third-largest wave pool. Arizona Mills—which features a mile of
shopping destinations and entertainment options—is another attraction that is popular with families.
And if you are visiting in March, why not take advantage of the opportunity to see a spring training
baseball game at the scenic Tempe Diablo Stadium?

As the home of Arizona State University, the city of Tempe has a lot of culture to offer as well. In
addition to the Arizona State University Art Museum, the ASU Grammage is one of the world’s largest
university-based presenters of performing arts, and the auditorium stands as the last public
commission of legendary architect Frank Lloyd Wright.

What to eat

One of the most consistently popular restaurants in Tempe is House of Tricks, a romantic historic
home located in the heart of the city that is beloved for its seasonal menu and tasty cocktails (locals
prefer the gin-based Green Thing). La Bocca Urban Pizzeria + Wine Bar is another ideal date night
destination that features great food and drinks. For a more modern dining experience, try the English
cuisine at the trendy Cornish Pasty Co.

Tempe also has plenty of inexpensive yet essential fare, including The Chuckbox burger joint, Café







Lalibela Ethiopian Cuisine and Curry Corner, which achieved national fame when it was featured on
Guy Fieri’s show “Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives.” Anyone visiting from the East Coast must be sure to
grab a bite at In-N-Out—Arizona is as far east as the beloved Los Angeles-based burger chain
extends.

There is so much to taste, see and do in Tempe—whether you are with family or on a romantic
getaway—that you may find yourself spending an extra day in this Southwestern oasis.
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Movie Magic: 5 Things You Didn’t Know About Pixar
Discover some of the magical secrets of your favorite animation
studio

In the last 20 years, Pixar Animation Studios has become a household name. The film studio has
produced such memorable movies as “Toy Story” (including its two sequels), “Ratatouille,” “WALL-E,”
“Up,” “Monsters, Inc.” as well as more recent films “Inside Out” and “The Good Dinosaur.”

While Pixar is famous and well-respected in the industry, much of the quirkiness of the company
remains unknown. Here are five strange things you might not know about your favorite animation
studio.

What’s in a name?

While Pixar’s origins as a company
are interesting in their own right
(involving such players as Steve
Jobs and George Lucas), the origin
of the name “Pixar” is perhaps
even more intriguing. Business
Insider reports that the company’s
two co-founders stumbled upon the
name “Pixar” while considering two
different options. The first
co-founder, Alvy Ray Smith, was
partial to a word he had made
up—“Pixer”—because he thought it
resembled a fake Spanish word
meaning “to make pictures.”
Co-founder Loren Carpenter,
however, liked the name “Radar”
because it invoked the future.
Ultimately, the pair combined the
two words, and “Pixar” was born.

The success of “Luxo Jr.”

While many think of “Toy Story” as the film that launched Pixar’s success, it was actually nearly a
decade before, in 1986, when Pixar released its first 3D computer-animated film, a short called “Luxo
Jr.” The short was so well received that it was the first 3D computer-animated film to earn an Oscars
nod, according to Disney Insider. This short helped launch Pixar’s famous lamp, named Luxo Jr., and
the just-as-famous Pixar toy ball emerged. That ball has been used as an Easter egg (hidden
message or item) in every Pixar film produced to this date.

“A113”

The “Luxo Jr.” ball is not the only Easter egg hidden in every Pixar film. In fact, Pixar is famously
known for hiding small clues about future films or links between films in every movie it produces. One
of the most interesting and recurring hidden elements is “A113,” which refers to a classroom at the
California Institute of the Arts, where Pixar’s own John Lasseter, Brad Bird, Pete Docter and Andrew
Stanton all honed their skills. If you watch movies such as “Up” or “Finding Nemo” closely, for
example, you will see “A113” appear on a courthouse or an underwater camera, according to Disney
Insider. Spotting the numbers can make watching a Pixar film an interactive challenge.

Unusual work life

Employees at Pixar maintain their constant creativity through an atypical work setting. The
entertainment website The Richest reports that Pixar president Ed Catmull encourages associates to
decorate their cubicles however they choose, up to and including turning them into tiki huts,
dollhouses and castles with turrets reaching 15 feet high. Disney Insider also explains that Pixar long
ago scrapped the idea of conference tables and instead opted for more intimate tables that
encouraged communication and idea sharing, no matter the position a person holds at the company.







encouraged communication and idea sharing, no matter the position a person holds at the company.
The campus even includes a swimming pool and a basketball court to help associates relax.

Lucky John Ratzenberger

Fans of the 1980s sitcom “Cheers” might recognize John Ratzenberger as Cliff, a know-it-all postal
worker. What many don’t know is that Ratzenberger has also voiced a character in every single
full-length Pixar film to date. His most memorable role was his first as Hamm in “Toy Story,” “Toy
Story 2” and “Toy Story 3.” However, Pixar’s filmmakers have kept him in every film from “A Bug’s
Life” to “Brave” in some capacity, and, according to MovieFone, he is seen as the studio’s “good luck
charm.”

Pixar has produced a host of magical movies that children and adults can enjoy together. It is perhaps
the company’s unique background, from recurring Easter eggs to building castles inside the office,
that has made those movies so magical.
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How to Go Green in the Garden This Spring
Enjoy your favorite outdoor hobby without any environmental
concerns

Gardening is a peaceful pastime that can create a beautiful habitat for local animals, but can also be
difficult to maintain due to a variety of pests and natural dangers. Protecting a garden from pests, such
as bugs, and drought can be difficult, but it doesn’t mean you need to turn to harsh chemicals that
could hurt the environment. Instead, consider following these easy methods to go green in your
garden this spring.

Use natural pest control

When gardening, it might feel as if
there is a constant battle between
you and pests. Rather than fighting
this battle with the harmful
chemicals frequently found in
pesticides, choose a natural route.
The Mother Earth News website
suggests using garlic oil spray as a
way to fight off insects, such as
whiteflies, aphids and most beetles.

For the garlic oil spray, simply mix
three or four cloves of minced
garlic into two teaspoons of mineral
oil. Let it sit overnight. Strain the
garlic out of the oil and add it to
one pint of water, then add a
teaspoon of biodegradable dish
soap. Spray it on and around the
plants in your garden, and the majority of bugs will avoid them.

Be water-smart

Gardening can take a lot of water, so it’s important to be smart when watering your garden. Drip or
trickle irrigation systems are a great way to use less water while keeping your plants fresh. Try to
water early in the day to avoid evaporation. FarmFlavor.com even suggests harvesting rainwater to
keep your garden fresh. Simply use rain barrels to collect the water as it falls, then fill your watering
can with it. This is an eco-friendly yet easy method of keeping your garden green without wasting any
water.

Compost and recycle

Composting is one of the best ways to take care of a garden. A compost pile allows you to get rid of
leaves, twigs, weeds, dead annuals and kitchen waste without sending it to the local landfill. Using old
leaves from the fall as mulch also saves a lot of money in the long run, while also providing the
perfect nutrients for a garden to flourish.

Choose the right plants

There are millions of plants available, so it is important to choose the right ones for your garden.
Choosing disease- and insect-resistant plants is a great way to reduce the amount of work and worry
you put into a garden. If you are looking to entice bees and butterflies into your garden, then consider
planting at least ten pollinator-attracting plants. The California Native Plant Society even suggests
planting native plants to encourage their growth in your area.

Regardless of the type of garden you wish to plant in your backyard, there are several ways to stay
eco-friendly. Help out the environment while enjoying your favorite hobby by using green practices,
and your garden is sure to flourish.
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